Confocal Fluorescence Microscopic Imaging for Investigating the Analyte Distribution in MALDI Matrices.
The analytical performance of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry is strongly influenced by the method of analyte and matrix preparation. We report a nonintrusive method based on laser confocal microscopic imaging technology to examine the MALDI samples prepared by various protocols. In this method, the analyte is tagged with a fluorescent group. The matrix and analyte are prepared under the same conditions as those used in conventional MALDI experiments. It is demonstrated that confocal microscopy can provide clear, three-dimensional images of sample crystals as well as the analyte distribution within the crystals. It is shown that the analyte is incorporated into the matrix crystals for all the sample preparation protocols examined. Moreover, the confocal microscopic images reveal that, with the use of a dried-droplet method for sample/matrix preparation, the analyte is not uniformly distributed within the matrix crystals. In some crystals, no analyte is incorporated. In addition, it is found that large crystals formed using a slow growth process display a more uniform analyte distribution. Relatively more uniform analyte distribution is observed for samples prepared with the formation of microcrystals. The possible correlation between the ion signal variations observed in MALDI and the uniformity of the analyte distribution obtained by the confocal microscopic imaging method is discussed. Finally, a double-imaging method involving the use of two analytes with different labeling groups is demonstrated. It is found that different analytes are not coherently distributed in the matrix crystals.